Solution Brief

Proofpoint P5 and P5A
Proofpoint P5 and P5A provide the industry’s best security and compliance for Microsoft
Office 365 and other cloud-based collaboration tools. We help you collaborate securely
and stay compliant with solutions that save you time and money.
P5 Package
• Email Protection
• Proofpoint Targeted Attack
Protection (TAP) and Tap SaaS
Defense
• Threat Response Auto-Pull
(TRAP)
• Email DLP
• Email Encryption
• Cloud App Security Broker
• Email Continuity

P5A Package
Everything in P5, plus:
• Enterprise Archiving
• E-discovery and Analytics

Proofpoint P5—Security for Email and Cloud Apps
The Proofpoint P5 package includes security for email, cloud applications and
beyond. Keep your users secure and productive with this set of core products from
our platform.
Block threats with Email Protection
Proofpoint Email Protection blocks unwanted and malicious email. It gives you fast
search, granular visibility and control—no matter the size of your organization. This
solution helps you secure your users from email threats.
Secure cloud apps and deal with compromised accounts with PCASB
Proofpoint Cloud App Security Broker (PCASB) protects organizations from
advanced threats, accidental sharing of sensitive data and compliance risks in the
cloud. PCASB gives you a granular, people-centered view of app access and data
handling to secure Microsoft Office 365, Google G Suite, Box and more.
With PCASB you can quickly identify and remediate compromised accounts that
could be used for internal phishing or data exfiltration. PCASB blends advanced
threat protection, access control, data loss prevention (DLP), third-party apps
governance and multifactor authentication. Our powerful analytics help you grant
the right levels of access to users and third-party apps based on the risk factors
that matter to you.
Protect email and SaaS apps with TAP
Proofpoint Targeted Attack Protection (TAP) provides a centralized view of
advanced threats across your email and cloud-based file shares.
For email, it helps detect, mitigate and block advanced threats that target
people. We detect known and new, never-before-seen threats that use malicious
attachments and URLs. No security tool stops targeted attacks more effectively.
With TAP you can block polymorphic malware, weaponized documents, credential
phishing and more.
TAP SaaS Defense detects compromised Office 365 accounts and malicious files
in Microsoft OneDrive, SharePoint Online and more. You get a user-centric view of
accounts that may be compromised and putting your data at risk. Plus, as files are
added to SaaS services from within your environment, SaaS Defense uses multilayer
analysis to detect potential threats by examining behavior, code and protocol.
Extend orchestration and automation with TRAP
Proofpoint Threat Response Auto-Pull (TRAP) extends your orchestration and
automation capabilities to retract malicious emails that were delivered to user
inboxes. TRAP is an entry-level version of our Threat Response suite that removes
malicious emails based on alerts from TAP. And it implements additional business
logic to find and remove internal copies of messages that were forwarded to others.
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Stop data loss with Email DLP
Proofpoint Email DLP allows you to prevent employee negligence and malicious data exfiltration by giving you accurate and
transparent control of your outgoing communications. You no longer need to force your end users to make policy decisions
about the nature and protection of the content they send. You can simply have them operate normally, while Email DLP
enforces email communication policies centrally and automatically. Plus, the policies set in Email DLP can be extended to our
CASB solution for unified data loss prevention.
Secure communication with Email Encryption
Proofpoint Email Encryption makes your secure communication simple, seamless, and automated. It provides policy-based
encryption of messages and attachments. This allows you to protect sensitive email messages. It also ensures that your affiliates,
business partners and end users have seamless access to secured messages on their computers and mobile devices.
Keep workers connected with Email Continuity
Email outages can be costly and expose your organization to security and compliance risks. With Proofpoint Email Continuity,
you have an always-on insurance policy to keep users connected and productive during email outages. Users maintain
access to their email, contacts and calendar. And all email sent during the outage can automatically move to their standard
email inbox when service is restored.

Proofpoint P5A—Making Compliance Easy
The Proofpoint P5A package includes all the security of P5, plus archiving, e-discovery and analytics. P5A helps you retain
and analyze documents and communications to keep you compliant. And it allows you to adapt to evolving regulations in
industries and jurisdictions around the world.
Simplify compliance with Enterprise Archiving
Proofpoint Enterprise Archive leverages cloud intelligence to preserve, discover and supervise business-critical information.
We give you deep insight into your data while helping you reduce cost, complexity and risk. You get a scalable cloud
architecture, guaranteed admin search performance, and unmatched customer service—along with the industry’s most
advanced encryption. You’ll also get unlimited self-service, high-performance export. This gives you complete legal and
compliance control.
Improve legal workflow with E-discovery and Analytics
Proofpoint E-discovery and Analytics is a proven and intuitive e-discovery workflow for legal teams. It improves your insight
with real-time search results, integrated early case analytics and predictive coding. And it works across a breadth of content
and file types, so you can get relevant data faster.

Learn More
We can also help you authenticate email to help stop email fraud, detect lookalike domains, and teach your users to spot
and report email threats through training and simulated attacks. We offer premium threat information services, intelligent
supervision for compliance, and more. To learn more about how Proofpoint can support your email and cloud applications
for Office 365, G-Suite and more, visit proofpoint.com/office365.
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